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1 Short long history of informatics in Slovakia (1/2)
school informatics is well established
at all school stages, as a modern and important subject for everybody
with surprisingly long history
as a mandatory subject and future teachers education
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1 Short long history of informatics in Slovakia (2/2)
each graduate of a primary school since 2010
--- two or three years of informatics at primary

each graduate of any lower secondary since 2014
--- at least six years of informatics at primary and lower second.

currently, most 1st year students at the university level
--- nine years of school informatics

do the results correspond with all those years?
• at the secondary school, in informatics, we were doing MS Word...
• we were taught the same things again and again, …
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2 Current challenges of school informatics (1/3)
based on my personal discussions and encounters with teachers
since 2020 more than 2.000
in Slovakia, Czech Republic, Norway, England…

informatics in school takes time
new ambitious curricula (example from English KS1, KS2)
can understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of CS, including
abstraction, logic, algorithms and data representation…
use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables
design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals

have increased demand for
deeper understanding of the learning process
and complexity of basic computational constructs
have increased demand for
developmentally appropriate pedagogies, new tools and environments

needs vision, so that a long-term learning process can be supported
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inspired by mathematics education
why is it so hard to achieve this in informatics?
several reasons, many attractive opportunities and distractions
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2 Current challenges of school informatics (2/3)
must break the dead loop of the eternal beginners
in a coursed roundabout
many (all?) national initiatives accept this ‘zero-starting point’
I understand how it happened, but let us finally change it

many teachers, parents and stake holders perceive informatics as…
using computers, IT literacy, digital literacy, tool for online education…

… and expect informatics to focus on this
why is it so?

several reasons, but mostly

teachers of other subjects are still not properly digitally literate (DL)
they do not bring the new and exciting pedagogies with DT into their schools
thus expect informatics to make up for this insufficiency
… and then anyhow – do not exploit many opportunities…

lack of qualified informatics teachers
in primary – there is a solution
in lower and higher secondary
different strategies how to overcome this
(IT and non-for-prof) initiatives often of poor pedagogy and content
a collection of good or worse ‘bits of excitement’ (‘short visits’)
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2 Current challenges of school informatics (3/3)
school informatics teachers need to learn
clear learning goals, productive assessment instruments…
challenging content suitable for modern schools of constructivist learning
suitable pedagogy
be aware of the complexity of ‘basic computational concepts’
sequence, selection, repetition, variables
do not rush through or neglect
key important computational constructs and practices
strategies to help pupils
learn to consider a program an object to think with

school informatics teachers must focus on informatics
for EVERY pupil in the class, from primary to upper secondary
(before specialisation)

teachers need continuous support
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(1/2)

informatics has amazing potential for every learner
what kind of informatics?
the one that distinguishes between DL and computational thinking
contributes to DL by developing informatics basics of DL

looks for strategies (in content and forms) that develop informatics curiosity
as an interesting opportunity to equip oneself with new tools
to learn and explore the world
to develop personality, creativity, self-expression
to explore text, music, arts, biological structures, data, social phenomena,
mathematics...
with an adequate presence and perception of programming
not as one topic or a chapter of informatics

not hiding behind various excuses
short tradition, rapid technological development etc.
on the contrary: exploiting these as unique opportunities
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(2/2)

informatics can, and THUS has to
contribute to holistic development of all pupils
including
communication, collaborative learning
critical thinking
resilience

we must be reflective and critical with ourselves
not teaching any topics because of the tradition and inertia

we must develop pedagogy of informatics
know and respect differences, provide opportunities to explore and discuss

offer and accept bridges to and from other subjects
collaborate with all subjects

create inspiring situations and contexts – constructivist and constructionist
we must work hard to deserve respect
of all teachers, parents, pupils, stake holders...
for informatics as truly sustainable and useful tool of thinking and learning
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Thanks for your attention

Contact
kalas@fmph.uniba.sk
I.Kalas@ucl.ac.uk
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